
Hi everyone, my name is Christophe Basso and I am releasing a new book on small-signal modeling published in
June 2021. I have derived the control-to-output transfer functions of many converters, starting from simple dc-dc
cells (buck, buck-boost or boost) to isolated versions like flyback or forward converters operated in voltage mode
(VM), current mode (CM), quasi-resonance (QR), constant on-time (COT), constant off-time (FOT) with various
operating modes like continuous conduction (CCM) or discontinuous conduction (DCM) and borderline
conduction (BCM or CrM) for power-factor-corrected converters for instance. Many simulation hours mainly in
SIMPLIS® using the free demonstration version Elements. Over the proposed 80+ files, less than 6 require the full
professional version to operate (such as the PFCs for instance) the rest are 100% operating on Elements which is
an excellent news. All application circuits come with an automated calculation window in which you enter the
wanted design goals extracted from the power stage response and the program calculates the compensation
elements for you. The values are available in the netlist and easily accessed from the development environment. If
you are a power supply designer, you can’t miss these ready-made templates for your engineering job. Enjoy
these files and let me know what you think of these examples. Thank you – Christophe Basso, May 2020.

https://www.simplistechnologies.com/product/elements

Transfer Functions of Switching Converters
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Version 1.4The templates are here.

https://www.simplistechnologies.com/product/elements
https://www.simplistechnologies.com/product/elements
https://cbasso.pagesperso-orange.fr/Downloads/Book/Book%20Collection.zip


The Template – it is a ready-to-simulate circuit. Load it, press F9 and there you go: 
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Compensated loop gain

Enable or
disable with
a right-click.



The Compensation – display the power stage response at the selected operating point and extract parameters

Extract data at the selected crossover frequency. 
Here, it is 2 kHz with a 60° phase margin as a goal.
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The Compensation – find all calculated values in the Edit Netlist submenu
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In current-mode control, Sn is the on-slope inductor current – it 
sometimes needs to be scaled by the transformer turns ratio 1:N in 
isolated buck-derived structures – mc is defined as mc = Se/Sn + 1  as 
per R. Ridley notation in his thesis and Se is the external or artificial 
ramp used for slope compensation. mc = 1 implies no compensation 
(Se = 0), mc = 1.5 means a 50% compensation.



The Template – change the load from a fixed resistance to a current source for the step load response

1. Right click on the resistance
2. Enable it - Enable Selected
3. Right click on the current source
4. Disable it – Disable Selected
5. Press F8
6. Choose ac analysis

❑ Step load: disable the loading resistance, press F8 then check transient
❑ Ac sweep or steady-state: disable the current source, press F8 then check 

ac analysis. The POP delivers the ac response and the operating waveforms.



SIMPLIS® starts the ac analysis when the so-
called periodic operating point or POP is found.
The engine finds the exact point at which the
converter is in a stable operating point also
called steady-state operation. In this mode, the
average current in any capacitor is extremely
small (0 A in theory) while the average voltage
across any inductor is also an extremely small
value (0 V in theory). It happens that SIMPLIS®
cannot find its POP and you have to help him
converge. It can happen if you have selected a
wrong target for a crossover frequency, a too
aggressive phase margin or the converter can
simply not be stabilized. Check the computed
elements in the netlist to make sure there are
no negative values. This is generally a sign of a
wrong goal set for instance or a bad position of
the double zeroes in the type 3 compensator.
Running a transient analysis with a load
resistance usually helps identify what is wrong.



You have 89 ready-to-simulate switching converters to 
play with and most of them work with the free demo!


